DEITI TARIFF
A.
Hiring Charges
Studio with Lighting facilities & 40 chairs

4 hours slot
Rs.2000

B.
Video Recording Charges
Studio

Per hour
Rs.500

Per Camera

Rs.300

recording on DVCPRO recorder (Per recorder)

Rs.300

On-line video mixing

Rs.750

Chroma facility

Rs.500

C.
Audio Recording Charges
Voice over booth Recording

Per hour
Rs.300

Studio Recording

Rs.750

D. Other charges:
1. Editing (Audio/ Video / Graphical) Per hour
2. Every additional copy of the VCD/DVD

: Rs.
: Rs.

250/50/-

E. Charges for Video Coverage outside the Studio.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Video recording for one hour or less (with one Camera)
Video recording for subsequent hours (with one Camera)
Video recording for one hour or less (with Two Camera)
Video recording for subsequent hours (with Two Camera)
Video recording (full day of 8 hours with two Cameras)
Online Vision Mixer (per day of 8 hours)

: Rs. 2,000/: Rs. 500/: Rs. 2,500/: Rs. 800/: Rs. 7,000/: Rs. 3,000/-

F. Media Conversion Rates:
1. VHS to VCD/DVD
2. Mini DV to VCD/DVD
3. DVC Pro to VCD/DVD

: Rs. 500/- per cassette
: Rs. 200/- per cassette
: Rs. 300/- per cassette

Special Tariff for Universty teaching departments.
50% discount on the normal charges for the facilities at D-E.
Special Tariff for Affiliated colleges/ recognized Govt organisations
25% discount on the normal charges for the facilities at E.

Note:
1. New Media has to be provided, in case the matter is needed on the cassette.
2. Transportation & incidental charges will be borne by the party.
Terms and Conditions:
1. 100% payment to be made in advance to confirm the booking. There is no
refund in case of cancellation of booking.
2. Time taken to set up and vacate the studio will be considered within the
booking hours, i.e., the total time of engaging the studio will be charged.
3. Postponement of any booking is normally not acceptable and liable to be
charged 25% of the booking fee paid.
4. After the recording is over, the studio should be vacated in tidy condition.
5. The DEITI will not be responsible for any loss of time due to breakdown of
equipment or failure of power or any other unforeseen reasons.
6. Tariff is subject to change.
7. Dispute, if any, will be settled within Goa Jurisdiction.

